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River rock fireplace rock

A riverstone fireplace contains stones that are smoothed with eons of rushing water—and, as in some of the examples, the movement of the water itself. River Rock Fireplace Artist Lew FrenchFor over 30 years Lew French has designed one of a kind, exceptionally designed work with stone and natural
materials. Lew creates sculptural works, interiors, landscapes, fireplaces, water details and visual art. Lew was born in the small agricultural town of Zumbrota, Minnesota. He moved to Martha's Vineyard over twenty years ago. lewfrenchstoneClose up of river stone above. lewfrenchstoneClose up by the
river cliff fireplace above. lewfrenchstoneStone Fireplace by Lew French. lewfrenchstoneRiver Rock Fireplace by Lew French. lewfrenchstoneRiver rock stove by Lew French. lewfrenchstoneClose up of river stone above. lewfrenchstoneThe Best River Rock Fireplace DesignsThe central location of the
fireplace allows the masonry to emit its heat to the entire house evenly. Assyrian Star Construction Inc: Assyrian starCentral stove in a Minnesota lake cabin. Design by Michelle Fries, bededesign.comRiver Rock Fireplace, carefully stacked, Rhode Island. katejacksondesignRiver rock fireplace in
Wyoming by Michael Eckerman. Lots more designs of Michael's here: eckermanstudiosRiver rock fireplace in the dining room of Ralph Lauren's home in Colorado.River Rock Fireplace by Ancient Art of Stone.B.C., Canada. ancientartofstone River Rock - a full-sized stone with sizes up to 15 - is
meticulously recreated to capture the essence of a river stone with its characteristic shapes and deep naturally rounded stones. Stones are individually selected for their distinctive irregularity and unique texture shades waterborne in the surface. Corners available. The fireplace will be a focal point no
matter what but more so if it has an interesting design and a selection of materials that stand out such as stone for example. Stone fireplaces can be stylish and trendy, rustic and cozy or elegant and elegant. Either way, they always rock. View in galleryView in galleryA stone fireplace can sometimes look
better if it hides its true nature behind a layer of white paint. This before and after example illustrates how much can a stone fireplace change and how easily it can change style during the process. It went from looking old and rustic to being chic and versatile, able to look stunning even in a modern
environment. {found on greigedesign}. View in galleryView in galleryView in galleryIf you decide to give your old stone fireplace a makeover using color, you need to be careful when choosing the products so that the end result matches the style and the look you originally had in mind. A fireplace can go
from being outdated and multicolored to having a fresh, clean and modern look. Use a primer and paint combo along with a brush and a roll to update this beautiful feature. {found on joysofhome}. Twisted patterns. View in galleryView in galleryDenas fireplaces have a lot of creative design. The stones
were in such a way that they form eddies and twist around the beams. The fireplace takes over the wall and transforms it completely. Log home fireplaces. View in galleryView in galleryView in galleryStone fireplaces are wonderful no matter what but they look more comfortable in log homes. These cosy
retreats offer the perfect setting for these impressive fireplaces. Usually, the mantle can also be a log to emphasize the connection. Neatly stacked stones. View in galleryView in galleryView in galleryView in galleryThe way the stones are stacked on a fireplace can make all the difference. When stacked
in clean, straight lines, just like bricks, the fireplace gets a simple and classic look. It can even look modern the whole design is neat. Large stone fireplaces. View in galleryView in galleryView in galleryView in galleryThe use of large stones to build a fireplace gives the design a rustic look because it does
not have that crazy attention to detail that most modern designs do. Sturdy and impressive, the fireplaces look more inviting and cozy than ever and are perfect for cottages. Outdoor fireplaces. View in galleryView in galleryView in galleryView in galleryView in galleryStone fireplaces look more natural
outdoors and they bring a different kind of cosiness and comfort to the space. They also have different types of patterns and the shapes can vary, perhaps more than in the case of indoor fireplaces. More beautiful ideas. View in galleryThe best place for a fireplace is the living room. This one has a
wraparound design and the seating area was organized around it. Views in the gallerySt master bedroom can also nicely accommodate a fireplace. The stonework is really beautiful here and the color and texture match the décor of the room. View in the galleryThis traditional living room has a cottage-like
feel and the stone fireplace gives it a cozy and inviting feel. The fireplace stands out both with its design and its color that contrasts with the white walls and ceiling. View in galleryMosaic on the wall of the stone fireplace is quite simple but conspicuous. The accent cushions emphasize the pattern and the
colors used there. View in the galleryThere are also ways to make a stone fireplace blend in and become a natural part of the interior. This fireplace wall, for example, continues until it reaches the ceiling and has a color that matches the palette chosen for the room. View in galleryStone fireplaces are
usually rustic but they can also be part of contemporary décor. This modern living room features a fireplace with a simple and chic design. View in the galleryA stone fireplace is a nice addition to a seaside escape. Here the nautical theme and rusticity of the stone wall are seamlessly combined and the
result is a balanced décor. View in galleryYou can find ways to add accent elements that match the stone fireplace as this traditional area rug for example that has a color very similar to that of the fireplace. View in galleryHere have a bedroom with an interesting décor that combined rustic and modern
elements. It features exposed wooden beams on the ceiling and a stone fireplace. View in gallerySepending on the type of stone you use for the fireplace, you can choose from a variety of color palettes to surround it with. Here, for example, blue was an excellent choice and it was combined with green
and yellow accents. View in the galleryA very chic fireplace made of river mountain cultivated stone, perfect for this cozy and elegant seating area. The white bookcase and robe create a nicely balanced look. View in galleryA large veranda requires a more elaborate fireplace. This one is made of stone
and it's pretty impressive. I imagine it must be very cozy and comfortable to sit there in a rocking chair and look out the window. View in galleryA traditional stone fireplace with a twist. The fireplace wall has an unusual shape. The curved lines give it a unique allure even if it remains rustic and simple in its
essence. The wooden mantle has a chocolate brown stain and matches the armchairs. Views in galleriSten's fireplaces are perfect for outdoor use. Here is a great example of a rustic patio. It has a seating area around the fireplace and an outdoor dining area. The view is also fantastic. View in galleryA
beautiful rustic veranda with a stone fireplace to keep everyone warm when cold outside. Have a seat, get cozy and watch the wonderful views that surround you. Important tips! View in galleryView in gallerySenif you design a stone fireplace to include it in your home or if you plan to give your old fireplace
a makeover, there are some important things to consider. For example, the type and color of stone. River rock, stacked rock and field stone are just a few examples. Choose the one that best suits your home and your personal preferences. Of course, you can also combine two or more types of stone.
{found on drivenbydecor}. Show in galleryDecide whether you want a robe for your fireplace or not. If you want one, then it would need to complement the type of stone you have chosen for the fireplace. The mantle can be made of different mantle, including stone so examine all options before making a
choice. Wood is an elegant option and it goes with pretty much everything. View in galleryApart from the mantle, you can also accessorize your fireplace with a stone trim that is embedded in its design. In this case, there are also several options to choose from. You can choose an arch to surround the
fireplace opening or for a row of a height trim stones above the opening for a simpler look. Show in galleryLet face it, not all fireplaces look good. Many are actually quite boring and lack character. The best way to ensure your fireplace is not as forgettable as all the others is to create a custom design for it
yourself. Check out this nice youtube tutorial on how to install stone on your fireplace to find out the basics and get started. View galleriOm galleriOm already have a fireplace but you are not happy with how it looks, that pretty much requires a makeover. This is something that you can do yourself so set
aside some time, go get some materials and let your vision come to life. It would be a really cool weekend project. There is a tutorial that you can check out on youtube that shows how easy it is to update an old brick fireplace using stone veneer in case you are interested. View in galleryWhen building or
rebuilding a fireplace, you need to work in steps. Pay attention to all parts and all the details so you don't have to take the pieces out or to redo any of the work throughout the project. Updating a tone cooker is not very difficult. One of the simplest solutions is to just simplify its design. Take out all elements
that are not necessary or no longer fit your aesthetic, replace the elements that need to be replaced and be organized about it. You can learn a lot from this makeover tutorial on youtube in that regard. View in galleryAs stone is uneven and has slightly different shapes and sizes, this makes building a
fireplace surround a little challenging. At the same time, this is also what makes stone fireplaces look so beautiful and charming in the first place. You can also use stone to renew your existing fireplace. First some prep work is needed and you can find out everything about that part in this video tutorial on
youtube. Check out how to also lay the stacked stone when the surface is prepped. View in galleryIt's not only the fireplace itself that matters, but also the space around it. Take that into consideration when planning a makeover. A nice idea might be to build a nice stacked stone fireplace surround but also
to frame it with some custom cabinets or some shelves. Look at the big picture and think about how the fireplace will fit into the space when the new look is in place. You can find out more about this strategy from this youtube video. View in galleryIf you want a more detailed description of how the whole
process of rebuilding a fireplace is going, check out this step-by-step description on joyfullygrowingblog. It explains everything you need to know about planning, designing and installing stone veneer on a fireplace. You'll also see photos from the different stages of the rebuild and get an idea of what it
means to take on such a task. View in galleryA change of color can also be an idea if you want to change the look of your existing stone fireplace without making any major remodeling or structural changes. There is a nice tutorial on average inspired that explains everything about lime washing and how it
can be used to improve and update the look of an outdated fireplace. Check it out and put your own spin on the design if you want. View in galleryHere is another good example of how you can quite easily change the look of an old stone fireplace using paint. First of all, you need to thoroughly and
thoroughly clean the stone, then apply and then paint (white décor latex paint latex paint this case). The makeover featured on remodelaholic also includes replacing the old robe with a new made of vibrant edge wood and it looks absolutely amazing. Show in galleryIt's nice to frame the fireplace
somehow and to make it stand out more. That's when a stacked stone surround could look really cool. You can build one yourself and it wouldn't be that hard as long as you go with a simple and clean design. Check out this project from imgur to see how the project develops and what it means from the
beginning to. Overlooking the gallerySpeaking of fireplace walls, you can also enjoy checking out a project that appears on the thrift corchick that shows how this fireplace went from being bland and boring to looking absolutely stunning. It was a very rewarding makeover project that involved stacked
stone and glue. It's a great way to add texture, color and character to an existing fireplace. 7 Beautiful stacked stone fireplace is currently available Richardson Electric FireplaceView in galleryYou can add a fireplace to your own home and if you choose an electric model you can get it placed anywhere
without having to change the layout or to worry about anything else. There are lots of nice designs to choose from, starting with richardson's fireplace. It has an eclectic look that brings together modern and rustic influences materialized into a versatile rock-themed design. Stone Veneer Propane / Natural
Gas Outdoor FireplaceView in galleryHow about an outdoor fireplace for your patio, deck or your backyard? Designs like this can easily fit into a variety of settings and can complement a variety of styles. This particular model has a large mantle and is equipped with a 55,000 BTU burner. It also comes
with firelogs and lava stones that give it an authentic look. It can be powered by liquid propane fuel (recommended) or natural gas. Quillen Steel Wood Burning Outdoor FireplaceView in galleryThe Quillen outdoor fireplace uses wood as fuel which gives to a certain feature in its design, storage niche at
the bottom. This is where you can store some firewood to have it handy and ready for use whenever needed. It is within reach and accessible and it also looks nice. As for the rest of the fireplace, it is made of manufactured stone and rust-resistant powder coated steel, a combination that is both sturdy
and stylish. The design is classic and goes well with traditional outdoor settings but also fits in more modern areas as well. View in the galleryThe Santa Cruz outdoor fireplace has a simple and linear design with clean and simple details making it a really good choice for modern outdoor settings.
Furthermore, this is a 2-sided fireplace which means you can place it between two different areas and enjoy it from both sides, whether you have an outdoor seating area or a kitchen and a lounge area next to it for example. It comes with fastenable legs so you can also use it as a standalone device you
wish and can incorporated into a variety of structures if, for example, you want to give it a stone surround. View in galleryThis is also a fireplace designed for outdoor use. It is supposed to be placed against a wall or fence, with a flat back. It uses liquid propane gas fuel and offers 55,000 BPL of heat plus
it actually has a large heartset lined with bricks where you can add decorative logs and stones. You also get four small ledges on top and bottom where you can place decorations and different items if you wish. Stone Veneer Steel Propane Fire Pit TableView in galleryIn some setups, a fireplace is more
practical and better suited than a fireplace. If so, consider a design like this. This is a fire pit table that can be easily incorporated into an outdoor environment on a deck, a patio or in the backyard. It has a rectangular shape and a porcelain tile top and an 18'' stainless steel access door provides space
inside for a liquid propane tank. The log set and lava rocks are included. Alazhia Concrete Propane Fire Pit TableView in galleryThe Alazhia fire pit table is perfect for modern and contemporary outdoor settings thanks to its very simple and clean design. It is made of concrete and has a solid rectangular



base framed by a solid top that puts a frame around the fireplace itself. It has an effective burner system that produces rich flames for a full power and it uses propane fuel. Image sources: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 , 11, 12 and 13. 13.
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